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The Moscow City Court during the hearing into a complaint filed by the Russian Prosecutor General's
Office against the Memorial Human Rights Center. Anton Novoderezhkin / TASS

A Russian court on Wednesday ordered a branch of the Memorial civil rights group that raises
awareness toward contemporary rights abuses to shut down for repeated violations of the
country’s controversial foreign agents law and allegedly justifying terrorism and extremism.

Judge Mikhail Kazakov of the Moscow City Court ordered the Memorial Human Rights
Center’s dissolution a day after Memorial International — a closely connected group that
investigated Soviet-era repressions — was shuttered by the Russian Supreme Court for
repeated "foreign agent" law violations.

State prosecutors had also argued that the Memorial Human Rights Center’s support for the
Jehovah’s Witnesses — a Christian religious group that is banned in Russia as “extremist” —
placed them in breach of the country’s laws governing “extremist” groups.

https://tass.ru/obschestvo/13324049
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Diplomats from Spain, Estonia, Lithuania, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, the United States and
Germany were present at Wednesday's court hearing, according to the state-run TASS news
agency.

Memorial's defense team plans to appeal the ruling to liquidate its human rights center, TASS
quoted lawyer Maria Eismont as saying.

Memorial was founded by a group of former Soviet dissidents in 1989, during Mikhail
Gorbachev’s perestroika reforms, to facilitate discussion of Soviet-era political repression
and purges. At the time, it was seen as a sign of the U.S.S.R’s re-examination of painful
chapters in its past.

But in recent years, the organization has fallen afoul of a Kremlin that has preferred to stress
wartime heroism the achievements of the Soviet years, rather than dwell on repressions.

A souring national political atmosphere saw the Memorial Human Rights Center labeled a
“foreign agent” in 2014, followed by Memorial International in 2016.

Memorial’s contemporary human rights work may have been partly responsible for drawing
the Kremlin’s ire.

Last week, OVD-Info, a Memorial-linked project that provided legal support to those arrested
at political protests, was blocked in Russia.

Like Memorial, OVD-Info had been labeled a “foreign agent” before a court ordered it blocked
for providing support to “extremists.”
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